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Bestselling author Ann-Marie Gallagher has penned the authoritative guide to practical spellcraft

with The Spells Bible. This can't-miss title shows readers exactly how to improve their lives with

natural magic. Whether the problem is related to love, work, home or family, there's something here

to cure what ails. This practical, step-by-step book includes clear instructions for casting more than

150 spells. Readers will also learn about the impressive history of withcraft and its relevance to

everyday modern life. The Spells Bible is perfect for anyone who wants to move through life in a

more positive direction.
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I've been looking for a book like this for years! It gives wonderful correspondences in an attractive

and easy to navigate package. I'm no longer left digging through 3 or 4 different books just to find

the proper color, incense, herb and stone for a particular working. This is definitely a staple in my

magickal life now. The other books have their purpose to be sure, but if you're needing to turn ideas

into action...this is the book you'll need!

I did enjoy this book.The pictures are lovely to begin with and I love the visual aspects. However

visuals aside, I thought the author really carefully and simply explained the basics behind spellcraft

for the spell casting neophyte. There spells are varied and organised sensibly.My issues with the

book are few. However I think some of the ingredients are a bit fiddly to find, not totally bizarre but a

bit too much for day to day rituals.This book is not especially useful for the advanced practitioner,



but then again it never claims to be.A good addition to any bookshelf to assist in your own spell

working path if you are new to the Wiccan Way.

This is the best book of spells I ever got. Fully illustrated in color, explains every procedure, includes

list of ingredients for each spell. I found it very interesting and useful.

The Book is more like an introduction to spell making than anything else. It has spells for a variety of

situations it is purely of a positive nature, more Wiccan style than anything else. For those looking

for a variety of spells from different traditions look for another book. Besides that the book is well put

together it has a good intro and good basic nice spells explained carefully and suggesting the best

way and time to use them.

I have tried every spell in this book, and I would have to say, they really do work! It is easy to fallow

so you don't need a whole library of books just to get one right, it is easy to use and has everything

you need to know right there, I highly suggest this book to anyone who is interested in this subject.

Great pictures with many, many detailed and useful spells. Most items needed are fairly easy to find

and inexpensive, depending on the spell. Some I have searched for are harder to find and quite

expensive. As a beginner, this book will be used alot. After getting this book, I'm very interested in

purchasing the other "Bible" books.

I loved this book because it was accompanied by photos, and it also told you when it would be best

to do the spells inside the book. It was also not a Wiccan spell book per se, so you do not have to

listen to a morality speech in the beginning of the book, or at least, not so much of one as

many.Don't get me wrong, I am a good witch, but it is our nature to and my religion that I choose my

own morality and decide for myself what is going to affect my karma. So I really get annoyed when I

get a morality speech.The spells were good, and some were cute, I really enjoy the book. It is a

small book, I was surprised at that when I received it, only about as big as my hand. I actually

usually make my own spells but I like to get inspiration from spell books, and this one I really liked.

A quick easy to reference book on spell crafting that covers a large variety of life's occurances. Not

all the ingredients in the spells are easy to come by, but all in all a good little spell book.
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